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R
aman spectroscopy is an established
tool to assign the diameter and even
the chiral indices (n,m) of single-wall

carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). Tube diameters
are commonly calculated from measured ra-
dial breathing mode (RBM) frequencies.1 If
additionally the excitation energy of the irra-
diating laser is considered, the chiral index of
a nanotube giving rise to a particular RBM can
be assigned or at least narrowed to a small set
of possible (n,m) candidates.2�5

A further prominent feature in the nano-
tube Raman spectrum is the high-energy G
modes (≈1540�1595 cm�1). These modes
are related to the graphite E2g phonon, an
optical in-plane vibration.6While in graphite
the longitudinal and the transverse optical
phonons are equivalent at the Γ point and
therefore give rise to only one mode in the
Raman spectrum, in nanotubes this mode is
split into two, the Gþ and G� modes. The
dominant reason for the splitting is the
curvature of the tube wall, which causes a
rehybridization of the carbon valence orbitals
from sp2 (planar graphene) to sp3-like.7�9 sp3

orbitals form significantly weaker bonds than
sp2 orbitals, which leads to softening of the
associated Raman peaks. The softening is
more pronounced in phonons associated
with atomic displacements perpendicular to
the tube axis; thus the transverse optical
(A TO) phonon. The longitudinal optical
(A LO) phonon is dominated by displace-
ments parallel to the tube axis, which are less
weakened by the rehybridization and there-
fore yield a much smaller softening of the
phonon. In addition, the phonon frequencies
in nanotubes are affected by confinement.
The confinement limits the number of elec-
tronic states that affect the electron�phonon
coupling. This, in turn, has an impact on the

phonon frequency. For nanotubes the con-
finement yields an upshift of the A LO pho-
non, while the A TO phonon is unaffected.10

In the Raman spectrum of semiconducting
nanotubes the A LO and A TO phonons are
the origin of the Gþ and G� peaks, respec-
tively. Note that the discussion above is valid
only for semiconducting nanotubes, and all
results presented in this paper are exclusively
from semiconducting tubes. The G modes
in metallic nanotubes are predicted to also
show a diameter dependence for the same
reason as in semiconducting nanotubes.
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ABSTRACT

Raman spectroscopy on the radial breathing mode is a common tool to determine the

diameter d or chiral indices (n,m) of single-wall carbon nanotubes. In this work we present an

alternative technique to determine d and (n,m) based on the high-energy G� mode. From

resonant Raman scattering experiments on 14 highly purified single chirality (n,m) samples we

obtain the diameter, chiral angle, and family dependence of the G� and Gþ peak position.

Considering theoretical predictions we discuss the origin of these dependences with respect to

rehybridization of the carbon orbitals, confinement, and electron�electron interactions. The

relative Raman intensities of the two peaks have a systematic chiral angle dependence in

agreement with theories considering the symmetry of nanotubes and the associated phonons.

KEYWORDS: single-wall carbon nanotubes . Raman spectroscopy . G mode .
LO/TO phonons . diameter determination . (n,m) assignment
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However, the phonons are further affected by the
Kohn anomaly.10�12

Due to an increasing rehybridization, the A TO fre-
quency, thus the G� position, is expected to decrease
strongly with decreasing nanotube diameter.11,13 This
makes the G� position an alternative measure for the
tube diameter or even a way to perform an (n,m)
assignment. One advantage of the G� peak over the
RBM is its much wider resonance window, which
makes it more likely to obtain a signal from a particular
nanotube when a limited number of excitation ener-
gies are available.14,15 So far experimental data of G�

peak position as a function of diameter exist only for
tubes with diameters greater than 1.1 nm. In this
diameter regime the frequency variation is small, and
therefore the uncertainty in a diameter assignment
is large.16,17 However, in nanotube research there is
a broad interest in smaller nanotubes such as high-
pressure carbon monoxide conversion (HiPco) or
cobalt�molybdenum catalytic procedure (CoMoCat)
tubes with a diameter distribution down to 0.6 nm.
For these nanotubes a strong diameter dependence
of the G� peak can be expected, which makes the
G� peak a promising measure for the tube diameter.
Here we present resonant Raman studies on the

diameter, chiral angle, and family dependence of the
high-energy modes, G� and Gþ, in small-diameter
semiconducting SWCNTs suspended in solution. We
studied 14 different samples each enriched in nano-
tubes of one particular chirality (n,m) in a diameter
range between 0.68 and 1.09 nm. We find a strong and
weak diameter d dependence of the G� and Gþ peak
positions, respectively. Both frequencies decrease with
decreasing diameter proportional to 1/d2. In the large-
diameter regime, however, the Gþ peak shows an
initial increase that is proportional to 1/d. For the first
timewe can show that both theG� andGþ frequencies
depend on chiral angle, but with opposite sign. Ad-
ditionally, we find a dependence of the G� peak
position on the nanotube family. By comparison of
our results to theoretical predictions we attribute the
1/d2 and chiral angle dependences to the curvature of
the tube wall and the associated rehybridization of the
carbon orbitals. The origin of the additional 1/d de-
pendence of the Gþ peak and the family dependence
of the G� peak are assigned to confinement effects.
To describe the G� family dependence, electron�
electron interactions must be considered also. Further-
more we find the I(G�)/I(Gþ) intensity ratio to be
maximum for large chiral angle tubes and zero for zero
chiral angle, in agreement with symmetry considera-
tions and as shown in the independently index identi-
fied work of Michel et al.18 We observe a gradual
variation of the ratio between the two extremes and
a decrease with increasing diameter. In the last section
of this work we show how the result on the diameter
dependence of the G� peak can be used to determine

the diameters and even the chiral indices (n,m) of
isolated carbon nanotubes and tubes inmixed chirality
samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Raman spectroscopy was performed on 14 separate
samples of semiconducting SWCNTs, each enriched in
one particular type of nanotube: (9,7), (10,5), (8,7), (9,5),
(8,6), (9,4), (7,6), (10,2), (8,4), (7,5), (8,3), (6,5), (9,1), and
(6,4). All samples (except the (9,7)) are nanotubes
purified by DNA-assisted ion-exchange chromatogra-
phy as described in ref 19 and then dialyzed into
aqueous 1% deoxycholate solution. The (9,7) sample
was purified using a selective polymer wrapping
technique.20 An evaluation of sample purity as estab-
lished by luminescence, absorbance, and Raman spec-
troscopy can be found in ref 15, which presents results
from the identical samples as used here. We note the
defect-induced Raman mode was not observed in any
of the samples.
Figure 1 shows the high-energy mode Raman spec-

tra of all 14 chirality-enriched samples excited reso-
nantly with the second optical transition E22

S . Each
spectrum shows the characteristic high-energy mode
features of carbon nanotubes, a strong Gþ peak near
1590 cm�1 and a weak G� peak on the low-energy side
of Gþ. The diameter of the tubes corresponding to the
spectra in Figure 1 increases from bottom to top. The
plot shows how the G� peak strongly shifts to
higher frequencies for larger diameter tubes. We
also observe a weak upshift in Gþ frequency as the
diameter increases. Superimposed on these trends,
the position of both peaks seems to have a random

Figure 1. High-energy-mode Raman spectra taken with
excitation at the optical transition energy for each (n,m)
nanotube in which the sample is enriched. All spectra show
a Gþ peak at∼1590 cm�1. The G� peak is the much smaller
and strongly diameter dependent feature on the low-energy
side of the Gþ peak. Tube diameters increase from bottom
to top. Intensities are normalized to the intensity of the Gþ

peak.
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shift, which, however, is larger than the experimental
uncertainty of(1 cm�1. In order to discuss the structure
dependence of the peak positions, we plot in Figure 2
their frequency as a function of nanotube diameter (gray
and black solid circles). The discussed diameter depen-
dence and the apparently random variations of the G�

and Gþ peak positions become even more apparent in
this plot. G-band peak positions for the 14 chiralities
measured here are given in Table 1.

Frequency Dependence on Diameter. We focus first on
the observed diameter dependence of G� and Gþ,
neglecting other influences such as chiral angle or
nanotube family. To extend the resulting diameter

dependence to larger diameters, we add experimental
data fromPaillet (plus symbols) toour results inFigure2.16

They present results on G� and Gþ from CVD (chemical
vapor deposition)-grown semiconducting nanotubes
that are suspended across trenches. The RBM in carbon
nanotubes is known to have some dependence on the
tube environment.4,22 However, the RBM is an out-of-
plane vibration that can be assumed to bemore affected
than the in-plane vibrations associated with the G� and
Gþpeaks. Thus,weneglect sucheffects on theG� andGþ

mode frequencies here.
We find that the combined data sets are fit well by

eq 1, with the resulting fits for G� and Gþ shown in
Figure 2 as a solid and dashed red line, respectively, with
best fit values for the coefficients an given in Figure 2.

ωph(d) ¼ a0 þ a1
d2

þ a2
d

(1)

Assuming the frequencies of both theG� andGþ peaks
approachwith increasing diameter the value of theE2g

mode in graphite and graphene, respectively, we fixed
the value a0 to 1582 cm�1.6,23 The second term, a1/d

2,
describes the strong decrease of both peaks for small-
diameter nanotubes. The third term in eq 1, a2/d,
accounts for the fact that the frequency of the Gþ

initially increases with decreasing diameter before it
decreases again for very small diameter tubes. It has
been shown that simulating confinement by applying
zone-folding to a graphene sheet results in an upshift
of theA LO frequencies with decreasing diameter that
is proportional to 1/d.10 Therefore the third term in eq 1
can be associated with confinement, while the second
term results from the curvature of the tube wall. In the
case of the G� peak the monotonic decrease of the
frequency with diameter is well described by the first
two terms, making the third term unnecessary. Hence,
for G� a2 is zero.

In addition to the experimental data, we also give in
Figure 2 and Table 2 theoretical predictions for the dia-
meter dependence of theA TO andA LO phonons.10,11,13

In general each theory describes a functional form that is
similar to our result and therefore can all be described by
eq 1. Data given byDubay (stars in Figure 2) result from ab

Figure 2. Gþ and G� frequencies as a function of tube
diameter. Solid and dashed red lines represent fits of eq 1
to the combined data from this work (circles) and ref 16
(plus symbols). Black and gray stars and solid and dashed
lines are theoretical predictions based on ab initio, non-
orthogonal tight-binding, and ab initio on graphene plus
zone-folding approximations, respectively.

TABLE 1. Summary of the Studied Nanotube Chiralities

(n,m) Ordered by Diametera

(n,m) ν b d (nm) θ (deg) El (eV) Gþ (cm�1) G� (cm�1)

(9,7) �1 25 1.088 25.87 1.559 1591.5 1557.4
(10,5) �1 25 1.036 19.11 1.569 1593.1 1558.3
(8,7) 1 23 1.018 27.8 1.698 1592.2 1553.3
(9,5) 1 23 0.9626 20.63 1.831 1590.6 1551.0
(8,6) �1 22 0.953 25.28 1.722 1591.5 1551.1
(9,4) �1 22 0.9034 17.48 1.710 1591.6 1551.8
(7,6) 1 20 0.8828 27.46 1.907 1591.6 1542.9
(10,2) �1 22 0.8723 8.948 1.675 1589.7 1550.4
(8,4) 1 20 0.829 19.11 2.101 1589.2 1540.8
(7,5) �1 19 0.8179 24.5 1.907 1591.8 1542.3
(8,3) �1 19 0.772 15.3 2.049b 1589.2 1541.6
(6,5) 1 17 0.7473 27.0 2.187 1589.1 1527.7
(9,1) �1 19 0.7473 5.209 1.759 1586.4
(6,4) �1 16 0.683 23.4 2.138 1588.4 1526.3

a Nanotube family index, ν = [(n � m) mod 3], branch index, b = 2n þ m,
diameter, d = a0/π(n

2 þ nmþ m2)1/2, and chiral angle, θ = arccos((nþ m/2)/
(n2 þ nm þ m2)1/2), are given with a0 = 0.246 nm being the in-plane lattice
constant of graphite.21 El is the used excitation energy. The experimental error of
the observed G� and Gþ peak positions is (1 cm�1. b This energy matches the
outgoing resonance (Eii þ Ephonon).

TABLE 2. Results from Fitting eq 1 to Data Presented in

the Particular Referencesa

ref a0 (cm
�1) a1 a2

Gþ/A LO this work þ Paillet et al.16 1582 �14.9 24.9
Jorio et al.17 (exptl) 1591 0 0
Dubay et al.11 (theor) 1593 �13.2 17.6
Popov et al.13 (theor) 1582 �20.8 31.5

G�/A TO this work þ Paillet et al.16 1582 �27.5 0
Jorio et al.17 (exptl) 1591 �47.7 0
Dubay et al.11 (theor) 1591 �22.9 0
Popov et al.13 (theor) 1582 �22.0 0

a Data from this work was fit after combining it to results for larger diameter tubes
taken from ref 16.
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initio calculations on zigzag ((n,m) = (n,0)) nanotubes.11

Including the curvature of the tubewall, confinement, and
electron�electron interactions, this theory can be consid-
ered themostaccurateof the theoriesdiscussedhere. Their
predictions tend to overestimate the experimentally ob-
served frequencies, which can be attributed to electron�
hole interactions not being included in this theory.24

However, the deviation is basically an offset reflected in a
differentvaluea0,while the functional formrepresented by
a1 anda2 is close to theexperimental values. Aswediscuss
later, these small deviations in a1 and a2 can be traced
back to variations of the phonon frequency with chiral
angle θ and the fact that data in ref 11 is solely based
on zigzag tubeswith θ= 0. Predictions by Popov et al.13

are based on a nonorthogonal tight-binding descrip-
tion, a technique that takes the first nearest neighbor
into account and considers curvature effects and con-
finement. Compared to first-principle calculations, this
theory has the advantage that it can describe the phonons
of nanotubes with any chiral index (n,m) due to lower
computational costs. The gray line in Figure 2 shows
the predicted frequencies for nanotubes with θ = 20�,
which is the average angle of all nanotubes in our study.
Besides a small offset for the A TO phonons, the predic-
tions reproduce the experimental values very well. But,
when considering even smaller diameters than plotted
in Figure 1 the difference in a1 will lead to significant
deviations of theA LO phonon. The fact that the simple
tight-binding description from ref 13 reproduces the
experimentally observed diameter dependence shows
that, in the diameter range considered here, electron�
electron interactions play only a minor role. However,
as we will show in the next section, electron�electron
interactions must be considered to explain variations
of peak positions between the different nanotube families
ν=(1.Note thatwedidnot include ref 10 in the foregoing
discussion since the presented theory is based on graph-
ene without any curvature. The effect of curvature was
subsequently estimated on the basis of predictions from
the work of Dubay et al.11 It is the combined result that
gives the gray and black dashed lines of Figure 2.

Table 2 additionally gives previous experimental
results for the diameter dependence of the G� and Gþ

peaks based on larger diameter (d ≈ 1.1�2.5 nm)
nanotubes.17 The strong deviation of their fit param-
eters from our results is in part due to the adoption
of an unreasonably high a0. Additionally, at the time
ref 17waspublished, Raman-based (n,m) andchiral angle
assignments were not yet reliable. Finally, the results of
ref 17 do not extend uniformly over the full range of
chiral angles, with large chiral angle tubes being over-
represented in that data. In the next section we show
that the G� frequency strongly depends on the chiral
angle and that large chiral angle tubes show a stronger
diameter dependence than small chiral angle tubes,
which could be a further reason for the strong diameter
dependence observed in ref 17. These differences

underscore the importance of considering a larger
range of structures that extends to much smaller
diameters and that includes the full range of available
chiral angles, allowing an accounting of effects not
considered in ref 17.

Frequency Dependence on Chiral Angle and Family. The
obtained diameter dependence of the G� peak as
described above can in principle be used to determine
the diameter of nanotubes frommeasuredG� frequen-
cies. However, data points are found to deviate by up
to(4 cm�1 from the fit result, which adds a significant
uncertainty of (0.05 nm (at 0.9 nm) to a diameter
determined this way. Since this deviation is larger than
the experimental error in our measurements ((1 cm),
a frequency dependence on additional parameters
(including chiral angle and family) is suggested.

Figure 3. Gþ frequencies as a function of diameter. ν = (1
indicate the two families of semiconducting nanotubes. Green
line: fit to eq 1. Data points of tubes within the same branch b
are connected by dashed lines. Numbers indicate branch
index b . Chiral angle changes within each branch from θ g 0
for smallest diameter tube to θ < 30 for the largest diameter
tube. Diamonds are data from nonorthogonal tight-binding
calculations from ref 13. Data points that correspond to the
same tube in exptl and theor have matching diameters (see
arrows for near-armchair tubes). Inset: Frequencies subtracted
by the overall diameter dependence of eq 1.

Figure 4. G� frequencies as a function of diameter. For
more details see caption of Figure 3.
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We show the peak position of Gþ (Figure 3) and G�

(Figure 4) as a function of diameter. To highlight varia-
tions that depend on the chiral angle, we connect tubes
of the same branch b , b =2n þ m, with a dashed line.
Within a branch the chiral angle θ changes with increas-
ing diameter from θ = 0� to θ ≈ 30�. Tubes of the
different nanotube families ν = (1 are given by blue
circles (ν =�1) and red circles (ν =þ1). The frequencies
of the Gþ as well as the G� show similar branch patterns,
indicating the presence of a chiral angle dependence.
However, with respect to the overall diameter depen-
dence, the slope of the chiral angle dependence is
positive for the Gþ peak, while it is negative for the G�

peak. These trends become more apparent when the
diameter dependence of the frequencies is factored out
by subtracting the trend of eq 1 from the experimental
frequencies; see insets to Figure 3 and Figure 4. For the
Gþ peak (Figure 3) we see the difference ω � ω(d)
between the observed peak position ω and the overall
diameter dependence ω(d) to increase with increasing
chiral angle. For the G� peak this trend is reversed.

The data also show that the chiral angle depen-
dence increases with decreasing tube diameter. The
dependence on chiral angle can be understood by
considering the symmetry of theπ andσorbitals. While
in armchair tubes [(n,n)f θ = 30�] some of the σ bonds
are parallel to the circumference, none of the bonds are
in zigzag tubes [(n,0)f θ = 0�]. Considering the curved
tube wall, σ bonds that are parallel to the circumfer-
ence will show a larger overlap with the π bonds and
therefore form a more pronounced rehybridized orbi-
tal. The rehybridized bond is weaker than the initial
state and therefore results in a softenedA TO phonon.
Therefore, the weakening of the A TO phonon gradu-
ally increases when the chiral angle changes from θ =
0� to θ = 30�. For the same reason the A LO phonon
shows a gradual weakening when θ changes from θ =
30� toθ=0�. The effect of rehybridization on thephonon
frequencies in carbon nanotubes was previously ob-
served on the RBM, where the softening is more pro-
nounced in zigzag (θ = 0�) than in armchair (θ = 30�)
tubes, similar to the behavior of the Gþ mode reported
here.4,25 Furthermoreweobserve a family dependenceof
theG� frequencies. The inset in Figure 4 shows thatmost
G� frequencies of tubes with ν = �1 (ν = þ1) lie above
(below) the overall diameter dependence. A similar trend
is not observed for the Gþ peak (see inset in Figure 3).

In addition to our experimental results we plot in
Figure 3 and Figure 4 theoretical predictions from non-
orthogonal tight-binding approximations.13 For ease of
comparison, the points for near-armchair experimental
values are connected to the corresponding theoretical
values by vertical arrows. Keeping in mind that the slope
of each branch with diameter represents the chiral angle
dependence of the G-band frequencies, the theoretical
predictions are in goodagreementwithour experimental
results. In particular, the theory reproduces the trend that

the chiral angle dependence increases as diameter de-
creases. However, a quantitative comparison to the
experimental findings shows that the theory overesti-
mates the slope of the chiral angle dependence, espe-
cially in the case of the A LO phonon. Furthermore, the
family dependence observed for the G� peak is not
described by the theoretical data in ref 13. To explain
the family dependence, we consider instead the work of
Piscanec et al.10 In their sectionD.1 they show results from
density functional theory on flat graphene, whose 2D
reciprocal space is constrained to lines according to the
particular nanotube chiral indices (n,m) by applying zone-
folding. Therefore the theory accounts for electron�
electron interactions and confinement but neglects the
curvature of the nanotube wall. Results on theA LO and
A TO phonons in semiconducting nanotubes show no
dependence on the nanotube chiral angle but reveal a
family dependence for the A TO phonon (Figure 8 in ref
10). They predict theA TO phonon to be higher for tubes
with ν = �1 compared to tubes with ν = þ1, in agree-
ment with our experimental findings.

In conclusion, the chiral angle dependence of the G�

and Gþ peak positions is well described by theA LO and
A TO frequencies obtained from a nonorthogonal tight
binding approximation, which accounts for confinement
andcurvaturebutneglectselectron�electron interactions.

Figure 5. (a) Ratio of G� and Gþ intensities (I(G�)/I(Gþ)) as a
function of chiral angle θ. (b) I(G�)/I(Gþ) as a function of θ and
diameter. (c) Data (plus symbols) and fit result (green line)
normalized to the chiral angle dependence as defined in eq 2.
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However, this theory fails to describe the family depen-
dence of the G� frequencies. On the other hand, a
combined zone-folding and DFT approach that accounts
for electron�electron interactions and confinement, but
neglects curvature, does not predict a chiral angle depen-
dence but predicts the experimentally observed family
dependence. Therefore the chiral angle dependence is
dominated by the curvature of the wall, while the family
dependence results from a combination of confinement
and electron�electron interactions.

G�/Gþ Intensity Ratio. In the following sectionwediscuss
results on the observed G� and Gþ peak intensities.
Further inspection of the Raman spectra in Figure 1makes
apparent that the intensity of the G� peak relative to the
Gþ varies for different samples. The fact that the two
smallest chiral angle tubes, (9,1) and (10,2), show the
weakest G� intensity establishes that the G� intensity
depends on chiral angle. Since we are not able to deter-
mine the accurate concentration of nanotubes in our
samples, we studied the ratio ∂I = I(G�)/I(Gþ) between
the intensities of the two peaks. Figure 5a shows ∂I as a
functionof chiral angle. Theplot showsageneral trendof a
decreasing intensity ratio for smaller chiral angles, butwith
significant scatter introduced at specific values due to an
overlappingdiameterdependence. Figure5bshows ∂Iasa
function of chiral angle and diameter. The plot reveals the
convolution of a decrease of ∂I with chiral angle and a
decreaseof ∂Iwith increasingdiameter. The surface shown
in Figure 5b is the result of fitting eq 2 to the data where
b1 = 0.014 nm and b2 = 0.014 nm2.

DI(d,θ) ¼ I(G�)
I(Gþ)

¼ b1
d
þ b2
d2

� �
(1 � cos(6θ)) (2)

Normalizing the observed ∂I to the chiral angle depen-
dence described by the last term in eq 2 ((1 � cos(6θ))

reveals the diameter dependence of ∂I, given by the plus
symbols in Figure 5c.

The dependence on the chiral angle can be derived
from the symmetry of nanotubes, which predicts only
the A TO phonon to be Raman allowed in armchair
tubes (θ = 30�).18,26�29 In zigzag tubes (θ = 0�) only the
A LO phonon is predicted to be observable in a Raman
experiment. The gradual increase of ∂I for increasing
chiral angle as well as the decrease with increasing
diameter is in good agreement with theoretical predic-
tions based on tight-binding approximations.30,31 When
comparing our results to the experimental results on
freely suspended nanotubes presented in ref 18, we find
a difference in intensity ratio of almost an order of
magnitude. This difference might be an effect from the
different environment. However, considering the good
agreement between our results and theory suggests that
results from ref 18 are not showing the intrinsic Raman
intensities, possibly due to damage introduced by the
etching process used in ref 18 for sample preparation.

The result on an increasing ∂I with increasing chiral
angle can be used as a support for (n,m) assignments as
shown in ref 27.

(n,m) Assignment. In this last section we show how
the observed diameter dependence of G� on the peak
position can be used to assign the chiral indices (n,m) of
nanotubes present in a sample. Similar to the technique
based on the RBM widely used in the literature, the
assignment we present here is based on the so-called
Katauraplot.2�5 In this plot the transitionenergiesof each
nanotube are plotted as a function of diameter, which
results in a characteristic pattern. In order to use such a
plot for a (n,m) assignment, it is necessary to find an
experimentally addressable nanotube property that is
diameter dependent and is only observable when ex-
citation is in resonancewithoneof thenanotube's optical
transitions. As an alternative to the RBM, we show here
that at least for small-diameter nanotubes (j1 nm) the
diameter dependence of the G� mode is suitable to
perform a (n,m) assignment.

In Figure 6 we show an empirical Kataura plot in
which transition energies are taken from ref 32 and the
diameter has been translated to the G� frequency
using eq 1 with a0 = 1582 cm�1 and a1 = �27.5 nm2/cm
(from Table 2). The corresponding diameters are given
in the top abscissa. The resulting plot shows the
characteristic Kataura plot pattern of bands represent-
ing optical transitions (E11

S , E22
S , E33

S : first, second, and
third transitions of semiconducting tubes) and branches
that bend away from these bands.

To find the chiral index of the nanotube referring to
a particular data point, one takes the branch index b (b =
2n þ m) and divides it by 2. The chiral index of the
tube with the smallest diameter within a branch is
given by the quotient, while the remainder defines m.
The neighboring tube with larger diameter within the
samebranch is given by (n� 1,mþ 2). In order to assign

Figure 6. CorrelationofG� frequencyand transitionenergyEii
for a particular nanotube (n,m) for the first four optical
transitions of semiconducting tubes. Circles: data taken from
ref 32, where the diameter was transferred to Raman shift
usingeq1.Green (red) circles indicate tubeswithν=�1(ν=þ1).
Numbers give branch b indices for next branch above aswell as
below number. Plus symbols: results from this work.
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a particular nanotube (n,m) to an observed G� peak, one
takes the G� peak position and the excitation energy at
which the peak was observed and adds it to the plot
shown in Figure 6. This new data point should coincide
with a point already existing in Figure 6 and which can
therefore be related to a particular nanotube chiral index
(n,m). Note that the Raman signal can be observedwhen
exciting with energies within the resonance window
(≈phonon energy plus electronic line width). In case of
theG�mode thiswindowhasawidthof roughly260meV,
as illustrated for the (7,2) tube in Figure 6. If ambiguities
occur, the consultation of Raman intensities as
described in the previous section can help in finding
anunambiguous assignment. In addition to theempirical
data, Figure 6 shows themeasured results from this work
(plus symbols). As expected eachplus sign coincides very
well with a data point of the empirical plot and therefore
can be easily assigned to a particular (n,m).

We note that the Raman shift in the empirical data is
solely obtained from the diameter dependence of theG�

peak (eq 1) and does not consider variation with chiral
angle. However, the agreement between the empirical
plot and the findings from thiswork is unambiguous. Our
results suggest an increase of the chiral angle depen-
dence for smaller diameters and, thus, an increase in
deviations between experimental data and the empirical
data. However, since distances between data points in
Figure 6 constantly increase for smaller diameters, these
deviations will not affect any assignments.

The described assignment is very similar to assign-
ments based on the radial breathing mode.4 However,
using the G� peak instead of the RBM has significant
advantages as well as some disadvantages. One major
advantage is the larger resonance window, which is
more than twice as large for the G�mode compared to
the RBM (see illustration in Figure 6). This means that in
order to obtain a signal of a particular nanotube the
laser line, which in many Raman systems is fixed to
particular energies, can match the transition energy of
that nanotube less accurately in the case of the
G� peak compared to the RBM peak. However, the
wide resonance can lead to ambiguous assignments
for diameters above ∼0.8 nm due to spectral overlap.
Furthermore, a G�-based assignment offers an alter-
native whenever a RBM-based assignment is uncertain
or the RBM cannot be observed, e.g., when it is cut off
by Rayleigh light filters, spectrally contaminated, or
simply not present due to a weak electron�phonon
coupling.33 A disadvantage of using the G� peak over
using the RBM for a (n,m) assignment is the fact that the

position of the G� peak has a diameter dependence
that goes with 1/d2, while the RBM has a 1/d relation.
Therefore, as the diameter increases, the G� peak
approaches more rapidly a regime where the signal
from two tubes can no longer be resolved as separate
peaks. The data points in Figure 6 have a diameter of
∼2.5 cm�1 (half the full width at half-maximum of the
G� peak). Therefore, as data points overlap, assign-
ments become more difficult.

The chiral angle dependence of the Raman inten-
sity of the G� mode also introduces advantages and
difficulties for (n,m) assignments. On one hand, little
signal is observed for very small chiral angles, which
makes the G� peak problematic for their assignment.
On the other hand, the RBM electron�phonon cou-
pling is known to be very weak for large chiral angles at
certain transitions Eii and family ν.33 Because we do not
observe a similar family dependence for the G� peak, it
can substitute for an (n,m) assignment when the RBM
fails. A further issue regarding the quality of an (n,m)
assignment is the sample type. Nanotube ensembles
containingmany different types of nanotubes (n,m) are
more prone to spectral overlap than single-tube ex-
periments. In nanotube ensembles the Gþ peak will
most certainly reflect the accumulated signal from
many (n,m), which makes the G�/Gþ intensity ratio
unreliable as a tool to narrow down an assignment,
while it is certainly useful for single tubes.27

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we present the G� and Gþ mode
Raman frequencies of 14 different small-diameter (d
< 1.1 nm) semiconducting nanotubes. We find the
Raman shift of both peaks decreases as 1/d2 with
decreasing diameter as a result of the curvature and
the associated rehybridization of the carbon orbitals.
The observed diameter dependence of the G� peak is
sufficient to allow its use in determining the diameter
of small nanotubes using ωG�(d) = a0þ a1/d

2 with a0 =
1582 cm�1 and a1 =�27.5 nm2/cm. In addition we find
both peak positions to depend on chiral angle, also
attributed to the rehybridization. A family dependence
results froma combination of confinement and electron�
electron interactions. The observed intensities of the
G� peaks show their predicted absence for chiral
angles close or equal to zero degrees and steadily
increase with increasing angle. On the basis of the
diameter dependence of the G� mode we present a
technique to assign the chiral indices (n,m) of small-
diameter carbon nanotubes (d j 1 nm).

METHODS
Resonant Raman measurements were performed on the

nanotube solutions in backscattering geometry on a triple-

monochromator system paired with a charge-coupled device

detector. To ensure that the observed features in the Raman

spectrum can be assigned to the particular enriched nanotube
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chirality (n,m). we tuned the laser energy to match the corre-
sponding transition energy of the second optical transition. Dye
lasers using Rhodamine 6G and Kyton red and a titanium-
sapphire laser were used as tunable excitation sources. Fre-
quencies were calibrated using Raman peaks of Tylenol and
benzonitrile. Spectra were acquired with 5 min integration
times, while keeping the laser power at 20 mW.
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